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Welcome To:

“2019 Grill & Safety Training”

Presented by:
Ernie Haupt  

NFI CEU Credits
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CSIA CEU Credits

With an average of 455 daily fires, cooking is the leading cause of home 
fires and fire injuries according to NFPA’s Report & NFIRS data.

Did You Know?
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Impacts of Summer Fires and Burns

• Propane or Charcoal Grills:
- 6000 Fires

• Fireworks:
- 10,000 injuries, including 4,500 children
- 6,000 Fires
- $8 Million in Property Damage

• Lightning:
- 1,000 Injuries, up to 100 Deaths

(Sources: National Fire Protection Association
National Center for Health Statistics)

Safety Tips

• Propane and charcoal BBQ grills 
should only be used outdoors.

• The grill should be away from home 
and any combustible materials like 
railings, under eaves and 
overhanging branches.
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Safety Tips (Drip Tray)

Educate your customers to keep their grill 
clean. Routinely remove grease & fat 
buildup inside grill & grease drip tray. 

Greasy Drip Tray Fires

Greasy dirty drip tray will result in flare ups and 
possible grease fire. Clean after each use. 

Safety Tips (Grease Flare-ups)

Flare ups are normal, occurs when the fat drips on a flame and 
momentarily ignites. Not a concern until they get out of hand. 
You can extinguish a minor flare up by moving the food around or 
starving it of oxygen by closing the lid and vents. (Never Use Water)
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Safety Tips (Grease Fires)

Larger flare ups may be too late to simply put out by previous steps. 
Dumping baking soda or salt over the wild flare up.
Out of control grease fire, shut grill down, get your fire extinguisher 
or evacuate area. (Never Use Water) 

Safety Tips
(Never Use Water on Grease Fire) 

(Never Use Water on Grease Fire) 

More Safety Information Tips
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Gasoline Should Never Be Used As…

- An Accelerant (to a cooking grill or any fire)

- A Solvent

- A Cleaning Solution

- A Weed or Insect Killer

- A Mind-Altering Substance

- A Fuel In Devices Designed for Kerosene

Keep Children Away!

• Keep Small Children Away From Any Outdoor Cooking Fire.

• Establish A “Kid-Free” Zone 3 Feet Away From Any Charcoal, 
Propane Grill, Fireplace or Ground Level Campfire.

• Educate Children of the Dangers & Risks of Heat and Fire.

Children Under 5 were more likely to be hurt 
by touching hot cooking equipment or 
scalded by hot liquids than by actual fire.

BBQ Safety Tips

Propane And Natural Gas Grills:

• When using a gas grill, always check all 
connections leading from the fuel
source to the inlet connection of 
the grill for leaks.

• NEVER use a match, candle or flame
source to check for a gas leak. 

Always follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions that are included with the grill

Grilling 
Season!!
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Check Hoses

Safety Tips

Propane And Natural Gas Grill:

• NEVER start a grill with the lid of the grill 
closed. The propane or Natural gas may
may accumulate inside, and when ignited
could blow the lid off causing injury.

• Periodically clean the grill. Use the grills
manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning.

Safety Tips

Propane And Natural Gas Grills

• Have a fire extinguisher located in the grilling
area.

• Store full or empty propane tanks in a well 
ventilated shed or container away from the
house or any habitable structure.

• Store propane tanks away from potential 
sources of flame such as furnaces, water 
heaters or any appliances with pilot flame. 
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If you can safely reach the knobs, turn off the burners on the gas or propane grill.
If the propane tank itself is involved in the fire, evacuate the vicinity and call
emergency services immediately. 

Never spray water onto a grease fire. 
It will intensify the flames and spread the burning grease to a wider area.

What Do I Do If My Propane Grill Catches On Fire?

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid
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1- The focal point of your outdoor grill island is your grill, where you will 
cook and prepare your favorite barbequed dishes. However, the flame grilled 
taste we love requires fire and that comes with risk of a fire hazard. 

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

2- Without the right construction and the proper materials, a small grease fire 
could cause your BBQ grill island to go up in flames. Safety is key, with the 
right ventilation, design will ensure your customers are safe while using their 
outdoor kitchen.

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

3- Required insulating grill liners for combustible bbq islands ensures a safe 
cooking environment. If a combustible overhead structure is over the grill, a 
required vent hood removes heat and smoke to protect combustible 
overhead structures.

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips
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4- Planning an outdoor kitchen grill island may seem simple enough, but 
simple mistakes can really ruin your outdoor entertaining space. It’s crucial to 
get the correct design layout before construction begins, for sizing 
components and cut-out planning

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid

Always a good idea to plan your zones when designing your island and know the cut-out specs first.

Always plan for a prep area, this will help compensate if there’s a rotisserie 
or another cooking appliance next to the grill. Will allow for platters, plates etc.

If island base will have doors, make sure you account for any door flanges that are not accounted in 
the cut-out specs.

If refrigeration is in the plans make sure they have enough allowed clearance from any cooking 
appliances & ventilation or even a barrier so they stay cool for optimum performance.

If a sink is in the plans, keep in mind the plumbing if another item is below it.
Account for the plumbing pipes to clear any obstruction.

Fridge
Door
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Dry wood catches fire between about 300 degrees Fahrenheit and 580 
degrees Fahrenheit, depending upon the species of wood and the extent of 
decay present, with more decayed wood being quicker to ignite. The 
amount of moisture in the wood is the strongest influence on wood 
reaching this temperature.

When heat is applied to a piece of wood, it gradually rises in temperature. 
Around 212 degrees Fahrenheit, the water present in the wood starts to boil 
and evaporate. Most of the heat energy applied to the wood goes towards 
heating the water until it is completely dry.

If the heat source runs out of energy before the water is evaporated, the 
wood won’t catch fire. 

At What Temp Does Wood Ignite?

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid

1- Too many outdoor kitchens or islands have gone down in flames because an 
insulated liner/jacket was not used to protect combustibles. 

2- It’s an absolute necessity if the island/kitchen is being built out of     
combustible materials (treated or Not) to install one.

3- The insulated liner protects the combustible material from direct heat 
transfer and or any wild flames from a grease fire.

Insulating Liner

NOTE: If not using an insulating liner in a combustible structure, you must follow the manufactures 
required clearances to combustibles.

Specs May Differ. Check Manufacturers Instructions

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid

Insulating Liner

Insulating liner/jacket may change grill 
cut-out specs?

Check manufacturer’s Instructions

Most liners will allow grill to simply 
slide in position.

Specs May Differ. Check Manufacturers Instructions
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Incorrect Liner Installation

Correct Insulating Liner Installations
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Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid

Properly Ventilate Your Outdoor Kitchen With Vent Panels

• When you’re working with gas, licensed contractors should do the work. Ensure 
the island is properly vented to prevent any potential hazards or serious injuries.

• Make sure the venting panels are installed as illustrated in the manuals supplied 
by manufacturer. Placement is depending on the gas type (Nat or LP) Natural gas
is lighter so vent needs to be higher up on island. LP vent needs to be floor level 
since it is a heavier gas that sinks.

Venting Examples Next Slide

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid

Grill Enclosure Requirements & Tips

Outdoor Kitchen/Island Mistakes to Avoid

Tank Safety
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Combustible Overhead Protection

Specs May Differ. Check Manufacturers Instructions

Built-In Wall Clearance Requirements

Specs May Differ. Check Manufacturers Instructions
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Portables Wall Clearance Requirements

Specs May Differ. Check Manufacturers Instructions

Prevailing Winds
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Built-In Gas Connections
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Gas Rated Tape or Pipe Compound 
on pipe thread Pipe & Fittings Only 
(No Tape or Dope on flared Fittings)

Gas Connectors & Common Connections

Pipe Dope or
Gas Tape

To Grill

Gas Tape/Dope 
(Yes)

No Gas Tape

• Always check the LP tank hose for leaks before using it:
Apply light soapy water solution or leak detector to the
hose and connectors.

A propane leak will release bubbles or sound wave:
You will see bubbles where the leak is or sound from detector.
Now you will know what part to replace if leak is found. 

Incorrect Gas Connections

Natural gas fittings - If fittings are needed on your gas line it is important to use straight 
pipe nipples as opposed to flare fittings. Flare fittings can damage the end of your 
natural gas hose and reduce the gas flow going to your grill. For example, if your grill 
connection is 1/2" and your gas line is 3/8" you would need a 1/2" straight pipe nipple, a 
bell reducer and a 3/8" straight pipe nipple to complete the setup.

10 ft. hose – Our natural gas grills come with a 10-ft flex hose to connect your grill to the supply line. 
We do not recommend connecting more than one hose together as it could impact the performance of 
the grill. If you require a length greater than 10-ft, we recommend referencing information on hard 
piping your supply line to your grill found in your owner's guide.

Portable BBQ LP Bulk Gas
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Portable Bulk Gas or LP Tank Style Hoses

10’ Natural Gas Hose LP Gas Hose & Regulator

Some Hoses May be Factory Installed

Secure Tank Requirement

Electrical Requirements

Specs May Differ. Check Manufacturers Instructions
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Power Supply Transformer (If Applicable)

Make Sure The Cord & Plug Are Not Wet

Do No Operate if The Cord is Damaged

Make Sure Transformer is not Laying on 
floor

Never Remove The Grounding Plug

Use Only GFCI Protected Circuit

Only Use 3 Prong Extension Cord With
Approved Outdoor W-A Marking.
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Grill Service & Maintenance 

Service & 
Cleaning Supplies

Manufacturer’s Cleaning kit

Includes:
Foil Pans
Grey Scouring Pad
Silver & Gold Scratch Free 
Pads
Wire Punches
White Cleaning Cloth
Dielectric Grease Packet
Grid Scraper
MK-1 Burner Kit

FM MCK-1 Shown
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Exterior Stainless Maintenance
Surface Rust! No Worries

Apply cleaner to surface following the products 
instructions for the allowed time and remove 
with water and clean with soft cotton towel. 
(Bar Keepers Friend used Here) 

Actual Photo Results

Spider & Insect Warnings

Clogged Burners & Venturi?

Spider Web Silk

Cross Over Port

Clean with compressed 
air or long spider brush

Drill “E” Burner Ports with 2mm Drill Bit.  
Straight Burners with 7/64” Drill Bit. 
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SS Burner Cleaning Method #1
Soaking The Burners

3- Soak With Citrus 
Based Soap

1- Remove Pin 2- Remove Burners

4- Completely scrub 
burner, emphasizing 
burner ports

Allow Soaking for 14 
Hours 

SS Burner Cleaning Method #2
Punch Tap Clogged Ports

1

3

The following items can be 
used to clean carbon, sulfur, 
etc. from examples 1 & 2 

• Metal Punch
• Same Hole Size Drill Bit
• Small Metal Nail
• Coat Hanger

2

4

If there are cross over 
ports on the burners like 
examples 3 & 4 show. 
Use either a specialized 
tool from manufacturer 
or a utility blade. Easier 
when the gunk material 
is soaked for a while.

Cleaning Ceramic or IR Burners

IR Burner
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Defective Burners

Routine Interior Cleaning

Routine Exterior Maintenance
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Oven Lamp Lens Maintenance

Wire Protection

* Humidity and corrosion can cause 
issues to all wiring connections.

Training Wrap-Up

Closing Questions?

Thank You!


